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Noise Nuisance Recorder

Noise Nuisance Recorder
The Noise Nuisance Recorder is designed
specifically to monitor noisy neighbours as
simply as possible.
The complete unit fits into a shoulder bag (which
comes with the kit) and after setting up the
equipment you walk out of the complainant’s
house with the shoulder bag, giving the
impression nothing has been left in the property.
The equipment couldn’t be easier to use, with
simple “walk through” operation to guide you,
ensuring quick and easy operation.
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Accurately measures the sound levels



Record audio on request (button push)



Meter can be used for other applications



Up to 60 hours audio recording



Automatic restart after power failure

Typical Applications


Music Noise



Dogs barking



Shouting and verbal abuse



Banging and machinery
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Walk Through
Using the Noise Nuisance Recorder could not be
easier. Its “Walk Through” system being
designed so that even inexperienced users can
deploy it with minimal training or complex button
pushing!

1) Calibrate the meter

When powered up in NNR mode, the sound level
meter is automatically set to measure the correct
parameters for neighbour noise monitoring. A
voice note can be added before the
measurement is started.

2) Record a voice note

3) Start the measurement

Software

Ordering Information

The Noise Nuisance Reporter software is
included with the Noise Nuisance Recorder kits.
It provides an easy platform to download the
measurements, view the results, listen to
recordings and generate reports.

The order code for the standard Noise Nuisance
Recorder is NNR632A1. This includes:










Specifications
Weight
Dimensions
Power
Internal Power
Mic. Extension
Range
Audio Record

< 2.8kg (including meter)
296 x 212 x 96mm
220-240VAC
3 x AA cells for > 10 operation
5m (16 ft)
20 to 140 dB RMS
Up to 60 hours
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CEL632A1 Class 1 Sound Level Meter
CEL120/1 Class 1 Calibrator
Heavy Duty Peli Case and Padlock
Shoulder Bag to carry all items
5m Microphone Extension Cable
Table-top Tripod with Preamp Mount
Power Adapter
Noise Nuisance Reporter Software
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